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Abstract

The high and volatile AH premium, which is the price differences of dual-listed AH shares,

in the connected Chinese stock markets provides a natural experiment to test asset pricing

models. We show that various present-value asset pricing models, in which stock prices

are determined only by fundamentals, are rejected because of their diffi culties in explaining

AH premium. We find that an internal rationality learning model can rationalize the AH

premium and show the importance of subjective stock price expectations in equity pricing.

Convergence traders are highly likely to suffer a big loss in this situation.

Key Words: Nautral Experiment, AH Premium, Present-value Asset Pricing, Internal

Rationality Learning

JEL: G12, G15
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1. Introduction

During the last thirty years, a number of consumption-based asset pricing models have

successfully addressed the well-known stock market empirical regularities. These models can

be classified broadly as three types of approaches in terms of the expectation formation,

namely rational expectation models (e.g. Campbell and Cochrane 1999, Bansal and Yaron

2004), behavioral models (e.g. Scheinkman and Xiong 2003, Barberis et al. 2015) and inter-

nal rationality learning models (e.g. Adam, Marcet and Nicolini 2016, Adam, Marcet and

Beutel 2017). Rational expectation models rely on the interaction of investor preferences and

rationally expected fundamentals, while behavioral models take the approach of irrational

expected fundamentals1. However, one common feature of the two strands of models is that

agents know the price mapping from the fundamentals to stock prices; stock prices in these

models always have a present-value formulation that is a discounted sum of future dividends.

Hence only (rational or irrational expected) fundamentals matter for stock prices. Internal

rationality learning models differ fundamentally from the first two strands in that agents

do not know the price mapping and stock prices cannot be written as the present-value

form. In this situation, agents’subjective stock price expectations thus play a central role

in producing the stock price fluctuations.

There is some recent work involved in the debate on which approach to take. Among

other papers, Bacchetta et al. (2009) and Greenwood and Shleifer (2014) show the evidences

of pro-cyclical stock return forecast against the rational expectation approach. Adam, Marcet

and Beutel (2017) use the similar survey expectations as indirect evidences to motivate the

internal rationality learning approach. Cochrane (2011) however argues that the survey data

1The setup in Barberis et al. (2015) is equivalent to the one where extrapolators hold subjective beliefs
about the fundamental process.
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could reconcile with rational expectation models if people report risk-neutral expectations.

In this paper, we use the AH premium that is the price differences of dual-listed stocks in

the connected Chinese stock markets as a natural experiment to directly test various asset

pricing models. We refer to those models where agents have the knowledge of the price

mapping as present-value models. We find that the internal rationality learning approach

can pass the test to explain the AH premium while the present-value models fail.

We now introduce the AH premium in the Chinese stock markets. The stocks listed

in the mainland China stock exchanges (Shanghai and Shenzhen) are called A-shares, and

the ones in the Hong Kong exchange are called H-shares. Currently, there are 101 sizable

companies dual-listed in both A-share, most in the Shanghai stock exchange, and H-share

markets, the shares of which are called AH-shares. The A-share market value of these com-

panies is large accounting for 20% of the total A-share market value, and the H-share market

value of them accounting for 35% of the total H-share market value. More importantly, AH-

share stocks of the same companies have the same fundamentals since they are identical

with respect to shareholder rights, such as voting and profit-sharing. However, the prices of

these AH-shares differ by a large margin despite the same fundamentals. The Hang Seng

China AH Premium Index plotted in Figure 1 measures the weighted average price ratio of

AH-shares. The index of 100 means that A-shares are trading at par with H-shares, while

an index larger than 100 indicates A-shares traded at a premium in comparison to H-shares,

and one smaller than 100 indicates A-shares traded at a discount in comparison to H-shares.

Figure 1 shows that AH-share prices are always different and A-shares of the same companies

are worth more than their H-shares on average. The price gap between A-share and H-share

is called AH premium.

Before November 2014, the Shanghai and Hong Kong markets were segmented in the

sense that mainland investors were not allowed to invest in the Hong Kong market and foreign

investors were barred from investing in the Shanghai market for A-share2. The previously

2As we discuss later, international investors can actually trade B-shares.
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segmented Shanghai and Hong Kong markets, however, were connected through the initiation

of the Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect program in November 2014. Mainland investors

can participate in the Hong Kong market for H-share through this connect program, as can

Hong Kong and international investors in the Shanghai market3. If only the fundamentals

matter for stock prices, the AH premium index should have converged to 100 after the

connection according to the law of one price (i.e. assets with identical payoffs must trade

at the same price). However, it actually diverged dramatically to almost 150 at peak and

then fluctuated between 120 and 150. With regard to the cross-sectional individual stocks,

97 individual stocks out of 101 have a larger premium for A-share after the connection than

before. What is equally interesting is that A-share and H-share prices retain almost the

same shape as Figure 2. During the price divergence period, both A-share and H-share

prices rose, but the quicker increase of the former relative to the latter contributed to the

divergence. The same pattern was observed in the declining speeds when the price indexes

fell after July 2015. The AH premium in the connected markets is a natural experiment

in the sense that it helps us control the fundamentals and the investors’fixed effects. The

natural experiment serves as a test for various asset pricing models in terms of the ability

to explain AH premium.

The price differences of dual-listed stocks in connected markets not only exist in the

Chinese stock markets, but also in other countries. Froot and Dabora (1999), for instance,

document the price differences of three Siamese twin stocks dual-listed in both the US and the

European stock markets4. In this paper, we focus on the AH-shares because they have more

than 100 dual-listed stocks, a much richer sample than those in other stock markets. And as

we have discussed, the value of these shares is huge. Therefore AH premium in Chinese stock

3Precisely, all Hong Kong and international investors are allowed to trade A-shares listed in Shanghai.
And, all mainland institutional investors and individual investors who have RMB500,000 in their invest-
ment and cash accounts are eligible to trade H-shares listed in Hong Kong. According to the Financial
Times report in July 2015, small mainland individual investors only play an ignorable role in stock markets.
(http://www.ftchinese.com/story/001062978/en?ccode=LanguageSwitch&archive)

4They are Royal Dutch Petroleum and Shell Transport and Trading, PLC; Unilever N.V. and Unilever
PLC; and SmithKline Beecham.
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markets is thus stronger evidence for the price differences of dual-listed stocks. Lamont and

Thaler (2001) survey the price differences of dual-listed stocks as an anomaly in financial

markets since it is diffi cult to rationalize.

This phenomenon has not been well studied yet. However, the price differences of dual-

listed stocks in the segmented markets have been extensively investigated and explained by

many hypotheses. A prominent case is that of AB-shares in the Chinese markets. As an

outcome of financial regulations, international investors can trade B-share issued by some

Chinese companies specifically for international investors in the mainland China stock ex-

change. However Chinese investors cannot trade B-share. Similar to AH premium, A-shares

worth more than B-share issued by the same companies in the period of 1993-2000. Fernald

and Rogers (2002) attribute the price discount seen in Chinese B-share stocks relative to A-

share stocks to the fact that Chinese investors have a higher discount factor than foreigners.

Chan, Menkveld and Yang (2008) offer the evidence that the AB-share premium is caused

by the informational disadvantage of international investors about stock fundamentals rela-

tive to domestic investors. At the same time, Mei, Scheinkman and Xiong (2009) propose

that investors’speculative motives caused by heterogeneous beliefs about fundamentals can

help explain a significant fraction of the price differences between the perfectly segmented

dual-listed AB-shares. Regarding AH premium, Jia, Wang and Xiong (2017) show that in-

vestor reactions to analysts’recommendations based on fundamental analysis are affected

by their social connections and that the investors’ differential reactions produce the AH

premium in segmented markets before November 2014. And Froot and Dabora (1999) show

that transactions costs and taxes are able to produce some price differences of dual-listed

stocks in US and European stock markets but not enough. In summary, these models (or

hypotheses) are either with agents’ heterogeneities or financial market frictions. Hetero-

geneities across agents could be reflected in agents’different discount factors, risk aversions

(Fernald and Rogers 2002), and diverse beliefs about fundamentals (Chan, Menkveld and

Yang 2008; Chan, Menkveld and Yang 2009; Jia, Wang and Xiong 2017), while financial
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market frictions across markets could represent transactions costs (Froot and Dabora 1999)

and dividend taxes.

This paper first investigates formally whether various present-value models described

above that can explain some price differences in segmented markets are able to generate a

data-like AH premium in connected markets. In all of these situations, agents know the

mapping from the fundamentals to stock prices. Hence regardless of the heterogeneities

and financial market frictions, stock prices always equal to the discounted sum of future

fundamentals. In these present-value models, we find the following: (1) the above-mentioned

heterogeneities across agents cannot produce any price difference; (2) this result can be

extended to a generalized model showing that no price differences will occur for any kind of

heterogeneity across agents; (3) financial market frictions are able to generate an constant

premium, approximately 6%, which is however quantitatively not enough. The AH premium

in connected markets serves as a test to reject the present-value models where only (rational

or irrational expected) fundamentals matter for the prices.

The failure of present-value models to produce AH premium motivates us to examine

the internal rationality learning approach in which present-value formulas do not hold. In

this approach, agents are rational but do not know the mapping from the fundamentals to

stock prices because of incomplete information. Agents thus form their beliefs about future

capital gains and optimally update their expectations using newly revealed information.

They behave as speculators optimizing their trading based on their subjective beliefs, which

in turn feed back into their beliefs. In this situation, agents can have different beliefs about

capital gains across A-share and H-share stocks in a self-consistent manner, as generated by

differently perceived signal-noise ratios of stock price components in the two markets. When

agents have different subjective beliefs across the two shares, it turns out that the learning

model can generate data-like price differences because of the self-reference property. Hence,

the internal rationality learning approach can pass the test, and subjective price expectations
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are important to rationalize the price differences of dual-listed stocks.5

Finally, we investigate the convergence traders’ strategy, which wagers on the price

convergence of similar or identical assets. A typical convergence trader will short sell A-shares

in the Shanghai market, and long buy the corresponding H-shares in the Hong Kong market

when it is worth more in Shanghai. However, the learning model shows that convergence

traders have a large probability of suffering loss since stock prices are not guaranteed to

converge in the short-run. It sheds light on why the convergence strategy in the real world

often fails.

This paper first contributes to the tests for asset pricing models by providing a natural

experiment test to check the abilities of various models to explain the AH premium. Second,

our paper contributes to the literature of price differences of dual-listed stocks as being

the first one to propose a structural model to rationalize the price differences in connected

markets. The mechanism does not rely on any Chinese institutional characteristics; it can

thus be used to explain the similar phenomena in other countries’stock markets. Third, our

results contribute to the internal rationality learning literature to support the importance of

subjective stock price expectations in equity pricing and their main insight that agents do

not know the price mapping. More broadly, it supports the approach of modeling agents’

beliefs on market outcomes and endogenous variables, for instance, inflation and output gap,

out of their control under the assumption of the lack of information on equilibrium mapping

(Gerko 2018). We also introduce a cross-learning scheme enriching belief updating rules.

Lastly, we contribute to the complete market literature by developing a simulation-based

computational method for trading positions in state-contingent bonds with either rational

expectation or diverse beliefs.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction to the Chinese

5Price differences of dual-listed stocks can also be explained by models with investors’non-fundamental
demand shocks (Gromb and Vayanos 2010). These explanations are based on investor’s non-rationality such
as psychological biases and cognitive limitations. In this paper, we only examine the modeling approaches
where investors are rational. In addition, subjective price expectations in internal rationality learning model
can rationalize the non-fundamental demand shock.
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Figure 2: Hang Seng China AH-A and AH-H Price Index
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stock markets. Section 3 argues that the present-value asset pricing models cannot gener-

ate any price difference without financial market frictions. Section 4 shows that with the

prominent financial market frictions existing in the real world embedded in, the present-value

models are still far from satisfactory in terms of producing high, volatile and persistent price

differences. We check the capacity of internal rationality learning model in explaining the AH

premium in section 5. We find that it is much better than present-value asset pricing models

in explaining these price differences, which emphasizes the importance of subjective price

expectations. Section 6 shows the implications for convergence traders that they probably

incur a big loss by taking convergence-trading strategy. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2. Overview of the Chinese Stock Markets

The Chinese mainland stock market is relatively young and started off in 1990 with

the establishment of two stock exchanges: the Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) and the

Shenzhen Stock Exchange (SZSE). The number of listed companies was only 13 initially.

During the period from 1990 to 2015, the Chinese economic growth averaged an annual 10%

GDP growth and undoubtedly led to the rapid development of financial markets. The market

value of the Chinese mainland stock markets reached $8.4 trillion at the end of 2015 and

became the second largest one in the world, even though the ratio of market capitalization

to GDP remained relatively low at about 60%. The number of listed companies also rose to

2,827. The mainboards of the Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges now list larger and

more mature stocks, similar to the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in the US. The SZSE

also includes two other boards, the Small and Medium Enterprise Board and the ChiNext

Board, also known as the Growth Enterprise Board, which provides capital for smaller and

high-technology stocks and is similar to the NASDAQ in the US. Before the initiation of

the Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect Program, mainland investors could only invest in

A-share stocks, while Hong Kong and international investors could only invest in Chinese
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Statistics SSE SZSE S&P500 CRSP
Std.dev. stock return σrs 17.06% 22.32% 8.17% 8.69%
Std.dev. stock return σPD 277.83 167.07 47.26 54.94

Table 1: China and US Stock Market Volatility

mainland stock markets through B-share stocks.

Figure 3 plots the changes in the real stock price indexes in mainland Shanghai and

Shenzhen markets from 1995 to 2015. Mainland stock prices experienced two episodes of

obvious boom and bust, one in 2006-2007 and the other in 2014-2015. The stock price indexes

reached its historical peak in 2007 having risen from its bottom in 2005, and then quickly

busting. Then, from 2009 to 2014 the market generally trended down. Allen et al. (2015)

argue that the performance of the Chinese stock market has been disappointing, especially

compared with the rapid GDP growth of the country. The market price boomed again in

the second half of 2014 and almost doubled by mid-2015. One distinguishable characteristic

of Chinese stock markets is that stock trading is new to most participants, 80% of whom are

individual investors (Mei, Scheinkman and Xiong 2009). Given the typical Chinese investor’s

lack of experience, it is reasonable to hypothesize that these investors would often not be

aware of the stock pricing mapping and hence would behave more like speculators. The

larger volatility of the Chinese stock market relative to the US one is presented in Table 1

and supports this hypothesis.
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3. Present-Value Models with Heterogenous Agents

In this section, we build a series of heterogeneous agents present-value models without

financial market frictions to check whether these present-value models can explain the AH

premium. These models are deliberately stripped down to make the discussion as trans-

parent as possible. Across agents, we consider heterogeneities in the discount factors, risk

aversions, and beliefs related to the dividends. Throughout the paper, we assume agents

have rationality and know that dividends for a unit of A-share and H-share are identical.

We will show that it is diffi cult for heterogeneous agents present-value models, in which

agents know the price mapping, to produce any price difference in the connected markets.

We also stress this point with a general model.

3.1 Models in the Complete Market

We present a Lucas “tree” model with two types of agents, where the “tree” pays

dividends. We first consider a complete market economy, since it is simple and will illustrate

the main point clearly. With the aid of analytical solutions, we will show that heterogeneities

among the agents cannot contribute to any price difference.

3.1.1 Rational Expectation

We assume there exist two types of agents in the economy without loss of generalization.

Type i agents, for i ∈ {1, 2}, in the economy account for a fraction of µi > 0 of the

population respectively, where µ1 + µ2 = 1. Type 1 agents stand for mainland investors and

type 2 agents for Hong Kong and international investors. The two types may differ with

respect to their degree of risk aversions, discount factors. We assume that the agents within

each group are homogeneous. Agents have the rational expectation and are well-informed

about the dividend processes and the structure of economy described in a moment. Their

utility functions satisfy the standard property and are increasing, concave, and continuously
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differentiable.

Investors’ portfolios include A-shares, H-shares, and state-contingent bonds. Both

agents can participate in each asset market. Arrow securities Bt(Dh) and Bt(Dl) com-

plete the market. During the period t+ 1, Bt(Dh) pay 1 unit of consumption if the dividend

payment is high; similarly for Bt(Dl). S
1,A
t , S1,H

t , S2,A
t , S2,H

t represent A-and H-share stocks

that type 1 and type 2 agents buy in period t. One unit of an A-share and a H-share has

the same fundamentals and pays the same dividend to investors as denoted by

DA
t = DH

t = Dt.

For simplicity, we assume that the exogenous dividend process is independent and identical

distributed i.i.d taking two values of dividends, high dividend Dh and low dividend Dl in

each period, where Prob(Dl) = π, Prob(Dh) = 1− π.

Type i agents maximize their lifetime utility, which is subjected to the budget constraint

max
{Cit ,S

i,A
t ,Si,Ht ,B}

E0

∞∑
t=0

(δi)tui(Ci
t)

s.t. Si,At PA
t + Si,Ht PH

t + Ci
t +Bi

t(Dh)Qt(Dh) +Bi
t(Dl)Qt(Dl)

= Si,At−1(PA
t +DA

t ) + Si,Ht−1(PH
t +DH

t ) +Bi
t−1

Hence, type i agents consume Ci
t amount of goods, buy S

i,A
t units of A-shares, Si,Ht units of

H-shares and Arrow securities with price Qt(·) during each period, and receive income from

the shares and Arrow securities bought in the previous period. The bonds market and goods

market clear in the equilibrium. The Arrow securities market-clearing conditions are

µ1B1
t (Dj) + µ2B2

t (Dj) = 0 ∀j = h, l
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The supply of each share is assumed to be 1 so that the A- and H-share market clearing can

be denoted by

µ1S1,Z
t + µ2S2,Z

t = 1 ∀Z = A,H.

For each period, the weighted average of consumption for the two agents is equal to the total

dividend; hence the commodity goods market-clearing condition is

2Dt = µ1C1
t + µ2C2

t .

By Walras law, the goods market-clearing will be satisfied in equilibrium.

The consumers’first-order conditions with respect to Arrow securities lead to the stan-

dard full-insurance condition

δ1u
1
c(C

1
t+1)

u1
c(C

1
t )

= δ2u
2
c(C

2
t+1)

u2
c(C

2
t )

, (1)

where uic is the marginal utility for the type i agents.

The full-insurance condition highlights the complete market structure. Although agents

could have different discount factors δi and risk aversions ui, the condition of full insurance

implies a unique stochastic discount factor (SDF ). Hence we can use either type agent’s

SDF to price the two shares. The agents have rational expectations; therefore they know

the mapping from the fundamentals to prices, which represents the present-value formula

of the stock prices. In this situation, the same dividends of the two shares along with the

unique SDF generate no price difference between the A-share and the H-share. Therefore,

heterogeneous discount factors and relative risk aversions across two agents are not able to

bring about any price difference between the connected markets.

As shown in Appendix A.1.1, we develop a simulation-based computational method

different from Judd, Kubler and Schmedders (2003) to show how the full insurance is achieved

through two agents’state-contingent-bond trading positions. Interested readers can also refer
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to Appendix A.1.1 for a simulation of the state-contingent-bond holdings by the proposed

method.

3.1.2 Diverse Beliefs in Fundamentals

We have checked one case with rational expectation. However, agents may have diverse

beliefs for fundamentals due to the dispersed information. Furthermore, there is a popular

narrative in the market that foreign investors tend to be pessimistic about the Chinese

economy, while mainland Chinese citizens have more optimistic views (e.g. Jia, Wang and

Xiong 2017). And mainland Chinese citizens have more accurate forecasts of fundamentals

than foreigners because of information advantage (e.g. Chan, Menkveld and Yang 2008).

Stockbrokers and market analysts tend to propagate this kind of story as a way to rationalize

the AH premium existence. We thus proceed to check whether diverse beliefs have the

potential to produce price differences.

We allow the two types of agents to have diverse beliefs in fundamentals, not informed

about the objective probability in section 3.1.1. Despite this disagreement regarding dividend

payments, they agree on the price mapping from the dividends to stock prices.

We assume type 1 agents are more optimistic about the dividends, which is consistent

with the market narrative. Formally, type 1 agents perceive Prob(Dl) = u, while type 2

agents believe Prob(Dl) = v where u < v. More importantly, let us assume type 1 agents

are right relative to type 2 agents, which can be characterized by ( v
u
)π( 1−v

1−u)1−π < 1. Only

this aspect of agents’perceptions of dividends differs from section 3.1.1. Following these

assumptions, the first-order conditions with respect to the Arrow security lead to

u1
c(C

1
t+1)

u2
c(C

2
t+1)

= [
v

u
1(Dh

t+1) +
1− v
1− u1(Dl

t+1)]
δ2

δ1

u1
c(C

1
t )

u2
c(C

2
t )

(2)

where [ v
u
1(Dh

t+1) + 1−v
1−u1(Dl

t+1)] is denoted by At+1 for simplicity; 1(Dh) and 1(Dl) are the

indicator functions which take the value 1 whenDh andDl happen, respectively. Note that if

δ1 = δ2, the assumption that type 1 agents are relatively right implies that the consumption
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ratio of type 1 agents relative to type 2 agents is increasing over time, and in the long run

type 2 agents will be driven out of the market because At+1 < 1 on average. Type 1 agents

will take advantage of their information superiority to accumulate assets and to consume

more goods. Rearranging (2) leads to

δ1u
1
c(C

1
t+1)

u1
c(C

1
t )

= At+1δ
2u

2
c(C

2
t+1)

u2
c(C

2
t )

which links the SDFs of two type agents. It leads to a unique subjective SDF in the

complete market; hence both of the 2 types of agents are marginal investors. Again we can

use either agent’s SDF to price any asset. In particular, denote price of A-shares discounted

by type 1 (2) agents’SDF by P 1,A
t (P 2,A

t ) , we can prove P 1,A
t = P 2,A

t as in Appendix A.2;

similarly for H-shares. Due to the same amount of dividends for the two shares in each

period and the existence of a unique SDF in the complete market, A-shares and H-shares

should have the same price. Hence, we find that the diverse beliefs about dividends cannot

lead to any price difference.

As we did in section 3.1.1, we use our computational method as a way of simulating

the model and finding out how agents can get full insurance through state-contingent bonds

trading. The algorithm by Judd, Kubler and Schmedders (2003) is not appropriate for the

presented diverse beliefs models. The algorithm for this case is the one detailed in Appendix

A.1.2. A simulation is also described in Appendix A.1.2, which confirms our observation

that type 2 agents will be driven out of the market in this case.

3.2 A General Model

We have not addressed all possible heterogeneities and have only considered the com-

plete market environment so far. It is also impossible to examine every alternative. This

section lays out a general model to check if it is possible to obtain some price difference in

a frictionless heterogeneous present-value model.
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We find that the prices of the two shares with the same dividend streams are identical in

each period when there are no financial market frictions (such as various transaction costs),

even though heterogeneities across agents exist. To summarize, we propose that a present-

value heterogeneous-agents model without financial frictions cannot generate any

price difference. This proposition holds for either the complete market or the incomplete

market environment.

The proof for this proposition is as follows: Suppose type i agents are the marginal

investor in the A-share market; then the first order condition of agents i leads to

PA
t = Ei

tf(SDF i
t , P

A
t+1, Dt+1)

where f is a generic function serving just for easy illustration. Ei
t can capture any possible

expectation of type i agents related to the fundamentals, including overconfidence expec-

tation detailed by Scheinkman and Xiong (2003) and extrapolative expectation in Barberis

et al. (2015). SDF i can be of any type, including the habit utility SDF described by

Campbell and Cochrane (1999) and the Epstein-Zin utility SDF used in Bansal and Yaron

(2004). The market environment can be either complete or incomplete.

When type i agents are the marginal investor in the A-share market, they will price

H-share as well, otherwise type i agents would have arbitrage opportunities. The above

first-order condition thus also applies to H-shares. This leads to the equation:

PH
t = Ei

tf(SDF i
t , P

H
t+1, Dt+1) .

We use mt to denote the marginal investor who prices both assets in period t in equilibrium

mt = arg maxi∈{1,2}E
i
tf(SDF i

t , Pt+1, Dt+1).

The mapping from the fundamentals to stock prices, which is known by the agents, is ob-
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tained as follows:

PA
t = Emt

t g({SDFmt+j−1
t+j−1 }∞j=1, {Dt+j}∞j=1)

PH
t = Emt

t g({SDFmt+j−1
t+j−1 }∞j=1, {Dt+j}∞j=1)

where g represents the corresponding abstract present-value mapping. When the only exist-

ing heterogeneities are across agents, prices for A-shares and H-shares are identical.

Intuitively, if there are no fundamental differences across the two shares (or markets),

then they are the same goods in the perspective of investors who know the price mapping.

In this case, regardless of how equilibrium prices are determined in the present-value models,

no price differences should arise. Diverse beliefs, different discount factors, and different risk

aversions among the two type agents will not create a price difference. Hence, the present-

value models fail to match the AH premium. We will consider the financial market frictions

as market differences in Section 4.

4. Financial Market Frictions

The real world is not free of the financial frictions of the market. In this section, we will

check whether financial marker frictions can help the present-value models generate data-like

AH premium. Note that the financial market frictions can be regarded as fundamental as

well. Among the frictions we will consider further on, the most prominent one is the dividend

tax. According to the existing regulations, mainland investors pay a constant 5% and 20%

dividend tax for A-shares and H-shares, respectively. Hong Kong and other international

investors face a 10% dividend tax for both A-shares and H-shares. We use τ 1,A τ 1,H τ 2,A τ 2,H

to represent the dividend taxes. The agent offering a higher price will be the marginal agent

as a result of no short-selling constraints. Due to the dividend tax scheme, the after-tax

dividend payment of A-shares is higher for type 1 agents than for type 2 agents. Hence, type

1 agents are marginal for A-shares and type 2 agents are marginal for H-shares, as can also
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be seen in the first-order conditions below.

We first analyze the role of dividend taxes in generating price differences under the

complete market. With the addition of the dividend tax, the budget constraints of a complete

market model become

Si,At PA
t + Si,Ht PH

t + Ci
t +Bi

t(Dh)Qt(Dh) +Bi
t(Dl)Qt(Dl)

= Si,At−1(PA
t + (1− τ i,A)DA

t ) + Si,Ht−1(PH
t + (1− τ i,H)DH

t ) +Bi
t−1. ∀i

For each period, the Euler equations in this case with no short-selling constraints become

PA
t = Etδ

1u
1
c(C

1
t+1)

u1
c(C

1
t )

[PA
t+1 + (1− τ 1,A)Dt+1] S1,A

t ≥ 0

PA
t > Etδ

2u
2
c(C

2
t+1)

u2
c(C

2
t )

[PA
t+1 + (1− τ 2,A)Dt+1] S2,A

t = 0.

Similarly, for H-shares the equations are

PH
t > Etδ

1u
1
c(C

1
t+1)

u1
c(C

1
t )

[PH
t+1 + (1− τ 1,H)Dt+1] S1,H

t = 0

PH
t = Etδ

2u
1
c(C

2
t+1)

u1
c(C

2
t )

[PH
t+1 + (1− τ 2,H)Dt+1] S2,H

t ≥ 0

Hence, the A-share price is the present value of the future after-tax dividends discounted by

the SDF of the type 1 agents, while the price of H-shares is discounted by the SDF of the

type 2 agents, since type 1(2) agents are the marginal person for the A-share (H-share) in

each period. Hence we obtain the present-value formula

PA
t = Et[

∞∑
j=1

(δ1)j
j∏

k=1

u1
c(C

1
t+k)

u1
c(C

1
t+k−1)

(1− τ 1,A)Dt+j] (3)
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PH
t = Et[

∞∑
j=1

(δ2)j
j∏

k=1

u2
c(C

2
t+k)

u2
c(C

2
t+k−1)

(1− τ 2,A)Dt+j] (4)

In a complete market environment, the SDFs of the two agents have an identical value

during each period. The dividend tax is constant and can be factored out, thus leading to

PA
t

PH
t

=
1− τ 1,A

1− τ 2,H

The price ratio is constant over time with an approximate value of 105.6%, which is inconsis-

tent with the observation that the AH premium index fluctuates between 100% and 150%.

Furthermore, it is worthwhile to notice that, if τ 1,A = τ 1,H and τ 2,A = τ 2,H , then the prices

would be identical. Hence, if both mainland and international investors were subject to the

same dividend taxes for A- and H-shares, then there would be no price differences, even if

dividend taxes were to differ across agents.

Typically there are no analytical solutions for the price differences under incomplete

market conditions, because we do not have the equation that links the two agents’SDFs.

After including the dividend tax, the budget constraints in the incomplete market become:

Si,At PA
t + Si,Ht PH

t + Ci
t = Si,At−1(PA

t + (1− τ i,A)DA
t ) + Si,Ht−1(PH

t + (1− τ i,H)DH
t ). ∀i

When the two types of agents have the same preference, type 1 agents will be the marginal

person for A-shares, while type 2 agents will be marginal for H-shares. In this case, we

obtain the same results as for the complete market model with a constant price ratio of

105.6%. Even with different preference such as different discount factors and levels of risk

aversion across the two agents, the constant price ratio could reach as high as 118.75% at

most, which is the ratio of after-tax dividends for type 1 agents, if type 1 agents were the

marginal investors in both markets6. However, this is still not able to match the peak 150%

6If type 2 agents were marginal for both shares, the price ratio would be 100.
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AH premium index observed in the data.

In addition to the dividend tax, we also take into account the transaction cost. Gen-

erally, the transaction cost includes the financial tax, the cost of changing currency, and

the expected changes in the exchange rate. We have several observations. First, the total

financial tax in the Hong Kong stock market is about 0.118%, while the one in Shanghai is

about 0.169%. Second, the currency change cost is less than 0.5% due to the Shanghai-Hong

Kong Connect Program. Such a small transaction cost cannot produce desirable quantitative

results. Finally, the Hong Kong Dollar was expected to appreciate, rather than depreciate,

against the RMB by an average of 1.64%, as measured by the exchange rate future during

the period of interest. If the exchange rate mainly matters for AH premium, the appreciation

of the Hong Kong Dollar should contribute to a relative rise in H-share price.

The government intervention is regarded as another argument for the price differences.

Some economists and market participants hold the long-standing view that the Chinese cen-

tral government directly and frequently intervenes in the mainland stock market. However,

this is not true. Since 2005, it has only happened once, namely when the A-share stock

market bubble burst at the end of June 2015. The Chinese government required state-owned

investment banks to support stock prices by adopting long positions due to concerns about

the high leverage held by many Chinese investors, as a way to avoid a severe financial cri-

sis. When stock prices stabilized in August, the Chinese government’s direct intervention

promptly ended. The intervention of Hong Kong government in the stock market during the

1998 Asian financial crisis is well-documented.

Another suggested argument is that of liquidity, where the higher is a stock’s liquidity,

the higher is its price. One popular measure of liquidity is the proportion of no-price-change

days for a stock over a certain period (Mei, Scheinkman and Xiong 2009). Based on daily

data for the period 2006-2016, the proportion of trading days with no price changes for

A-shares was 0.65%, while the corresponding proportion for H-shares averaged 1.05%. This

suggests that A-shares are just marginally more liquid than H-shares. We doubt that the
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small difference in liquidity can quantitatively produce such a high and volatile AH premium.

Furthermore, the difference in market liquidity is perhaps endogenously caused by different

investors’subjective beliefs about future capital gains, as described by Adam et al. (2015).

In Section 5, we will examine whether different subjective beliefs about future capital gains

of A-share and H-share could be the explanation for the AH premium.

To conclude, financial market frictions can generate some price differences, but quan-

titatively not enough. Throughout the rest of the paper, we will show that the internal

rationality approach beyond the present-value one can explain the AH premium. When

agents do not have the perfect knowledge about the price mapping from the fundamentals

to stock prices, then they might behave like speculators and can have different subjective

expectations when it comes to the capital gains between the A-share and H-share markets.

These subjective expectations are crucial in rationalizing the price differences.

5. An Internal Rationality Learning Model

This section tests whether a parsimonious "internal rationality" learning model, in which

agents do not know the price mapping, can generate the AH premium. We first present the

model environment and show that the internal rationality learning has the potential to gener-

ate price differences for dual-listed shares. We then estimate the model parameters to match

the moments of the AH premium. The capability of the internal rationality learning model

to explain the AH premium supports the importance of subjective stock price expectations

in equity pricing.

5.1 Model Environment

The environment is as follows: in addition to the dividend Dt, each agent receives an

endowment Yt of perishable consumption goods7. The total supply of consumption goods

7Endowment Y and the processes for consumption and dividend are just specified to quantify the model
and cannot influence the capacity of the model in producing price differences.
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in the economy is given by the feasibility condition Ct = Yt + 2Dt. The dividend tax is

abstracted here on purpose to isolate the role of learning. Following Campbell and Cochrane

(1999), dividend and endowment growth rates follow i.i.d. lognormal processes

Dt

Dt−1

= aεdt , log εdt ∼ iiN(−s
2
d

2
, s2
d)

Ct
Ct−1

= aεct , log εct ∼ iiN(−s
2
c

2
, s2
c)

The endowment and dividend growth rates share the same mean a, and (log εdt ,log εct) are

jointly normally distributed with a correlation of ρc,d, and the standard deviations of sd

and sc.The economy is populated by a unit mass of infinite-horizon agents. We model each

agent i ∈ [0, 1] to have the same standard time-separable CRRA utility function and the

same subjective beliefs8. This is, however, not common knowledge among agents. The

specification of agent i’s expected lifetime utility function is

EP
∞∑
t=0

δt
(Ci

t)
1−γ

1− γ

where Ci
t is the consumption profile of agent i, δ denotes the discount factor of time, and

γ is the risk-aversion parameter. Instead of the objective probability measure, expectation

is formed using the subjective probability measure P, which describes the probability dis-

tributions for all external variables. Section 5.2 contains more details about the probability

space. To avoid Ponzi schemes and to insure the existence of a maximum value, the following

bounds on shareholding are assumed to hold:

S ≤ SA,it ≤ S

S ≤ SH,it ≤ S

8We here adopt a representative agent model with same risk aversion, discount rate and so on to maintain
parsimony, since we have shown in section 3 that heterogeneities across agents can not generate any price
difference.
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where the bounds S and S are assumed to be finite.

5.2 Probability Space

This section explicitly describes the general joint-probability space of the external vari-

ables. In the competitive economy, each agent considers the joint processes of endowment,

dividends, and stock prices {Yt, Dt, P
A
t , P

H
t } as exogenous to their decision-making process.

Rational expectations imply that agents know the mapping from the history of endowments

Yt and dividends Dt to the equilibrium of the stock prices PA
t and P

H
t . Stock prices, in this

case, only carry redundant information. However, if the rational expectation assumption is

relaxed (Adam and Marcet 2011) such that other agents do not know the mapping because

of no common knowledge on agents’preferences and beliefs, then the equilibrium stock prices

of PA
t and PH

t should be included in the underlying state space. We define the probability

space as (P ,B,Ω) with B denoting the corresponding σ-Algebra of the Borel subsets of Ω

and P denoting the agent’s subjective probability measure over (B,Ω). The state space Ω

for the realized exogenous variables is

Ω = ΩY × ΩD × ΩPA × ΩPH

where ΩX represents the state space for all possible infinite sequences of the variable X ∈

{Y,D, PA, PH}. Thereby, a specific element in the set Ω represents an infinite sequence

ω = {Yt, Dt, P
A
t , P

H
t }∞t=0. The expected utility with the probability measure P is defined as

EP0

∞∑
t=0

δt
(Ci

t)
1−γ

1− γ ≡
∫
Ω

∞∑
t=0

δt
Ci
t(ω)1−γ

1− γ d(ω)

Agent i develops contingent plans for the endogenous variables Ci
t , S

A,i
t , SH,it according

to the following policy function
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(Ci
t , S

A,i
t , SH,it ) : Ωt → R3

where Ωt represents the set of histories from period zero up to period t.

5.3 Optimality Conditions

Since the objective function is concave and the feasible set is convex, the agent’s optimal

plan is characterized by the first order conditions

(Ci
t)
−γP j

t = δEPt ((Ci
t+1)−γ(P j

t+1 +Dt+1)) j ∈ {A,H} (5)

Before exploring why subjective beliefs about capital gains have potential to generate

price differences for dual-listed shares, we first briefly present the unique rational expectation

(RE) solutions given by

PA.RE
t =

δa1−γρε
1− δa1−γρε

Dt (6)

PH.RE
t =

δa1−γρε
1− δa1−γρε

Dt (7)

where ρε = E[(εct+1)1−γεdt+1] = eγ(1+γ)
s2c
2 e−γρc,dscsd . As we know, the RE solution always

generates PA.RE
t = PH.RE

t .

We now characterize the equilibrium outcome under learning conditions. We define the

subjective expectations for the risk-adjusted stock price growth as

βjt ≡ EPt [(
Ci
t+1

Ci
t

)−γ(
P j
t+1

P j
t

)] j ∈ {A,H} (8)

We also assume that agents know the true processes of consumption and dividend growth.

The definitions of βAt and β
H
t together with the first-order conditions (5) give rise to the

asset pricing equations9

9A technique assumption is needed as described in Appendix A.3 to guarantee the accuracy of solution.
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P j
t =

δa1−γρε
1− δβjt

Dt j ∈ {A,H} (9)

From equation (9), the parsimonious internal rationality learning model can generate

the price differences if βAt 6= βHt , even though the two stocks share the same dividends Dt.

The lack of common knowledge enables the subjective beliefs about future capital gains to

play a role in determining the equity price. Though an agent knows that fundamentals of

the two shares are identical, the agent is not informed on the price mapping and can still

have different beliefs about their future price growth due to the lack of common knowledge

about other’s preferences and beliefs. When an agent has different perspectives for the future

capital gains of the two shares, the different expectations feed into different current realized

stock prices. This is an exposition of the potential of the internal rationality in rationalizing

price differences of dual-listed shares in connected markets. In the next section, we show

the beliefs evolving in an optimal way are very persistent, which is important to generate

persistent price differences.

5.4 Belief-Updating Rule

This section fully specifies the subjective probability distribution P, and derives the

optimal belief-updating rule for the subjective beliefs βAt and β
H
t . The subjective perspective

of agents, the processes for the risk-adjusted stock price growth in both the Shanghai and the

Hong Kong markets can be modeled as the sum of a persistent and a transitory component10

(
Ct
Ct−1

)−γ
P j
t

P j
t−1

= bjt + εjt , ε
j
t ∼ iiN(0, σ2

ε,j) j ∈ {A,H} (10)

bjt = bjt−1 + ξjt , ξ
j
t ∼ iiN(0, σ2

ξ,j)

10Adam, Marcet and Nicolini (2016) presents three ways to justify these belief systems.
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where bAt and e
H
t are persistent components, ε

A
t and ε

H
t are transitory components, all innova-

tion components are independent from each other. Hence, agents’perceived price processes

are mutually independent. One way to justify these processes is that they are compatible

with RE. According to the equation (6), the rational expectation for the risk-adjusted price

growth is Et[(
Ct+1
Ct

)−γ
PAt+1
PAt

] = Et[(
Ct+1
Ct

)−γ
PHt+1
PHt

] = a1−γρε. It is also natural to model a general

joint-process as described in Appendix A.4, since agents probably think that two shares with

the same fundamentals should be correlated. The previous structure encompasses the ratio-

nal expectation equilibrium as a special case in which agents believe that σ2
ξ,A = σ2

ξ,H = 0,

and assign the probability of one to bA0 = bH0 = a1−γρε.

Agents can only observe the realizations of the risk-adjusted growth (i.e., the sum of the

persistent and transitory components), therefore the requirement to forecast the persistent

components bAt and b
H
t engenders a filtering problem. The priors of agents’beliefs can be

centered around some initial values and are given by the equations

bj0 ∼ N(βj0, σ
2
0,j) j ∈ {A,H}

The variances of the prior distributions can be set to equal the steady-state Kalman filter

uncertainty about bAt and b
H
t
11. Following this, agents’posterior beliefs will be

bjt ∼ N(βjt , σ
2
0,j) j ∈ {A,H}

The optimal updating rule implies that the evolution of βAt and β
H
t takes a constant-gain

learning form

βjt = βjt−1 + αj((
Ct−1

Ct−2

)−γ
P j
t−1

P j
t−2

− βjt−1) j ∈ {A,H} (11)

where αA =
σ20,A+σ2ξ,A

σ20,A+σ2ξ,A+σ2ε,A
and αH =

σ20,H+σ2ξ,H
σ20,H+σ2ξ,H+σ2ε,H

are given by optimal (Kalman) gain. The

estimated value for the optimal gains is not large. Thus the persistence of the beliefs is high,

11The steady state variance are σ20,A =
−σ2ξ,A+

√
σ4ξ,A+4σ

2
ξ,Aσ

2
ε,A

2 and σ20,H =
−σ2ξ,H+

√
σ4ξ,H+4σ

2
ξ,Hσ

2
ε,H

2 .
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which is important for the learning model to have the potential to generate persistent price

differences.

The learning schemes in the equation (11), as well as the pricing equation (9) can

generate rich stock-price dynamics arising from the feedback channel between the stock

price PA(H)
t and the subjective beliefs βA(H)

t . According to the equation (9), a high (low)

β
A(H)
t will lead to a high (low) realized stock price. This will reinforce the subjective beliefs,

inducing an even higher (lower) βA(H)
t+1 throughout the equation(11), thus leading to a much

higher (lower) stock price and so on. The difference between βAt and β
H
t can be generated

from a tiny difference in initial beliefs or in the learning speeds αA and αH ; through the self-

referential property of the model, this difference in beliefs promises to generate persistent

price differences between A-shares and H-shares.

Finally, in order to avoid an explosion in stock prices PA(H)
t , agents’subjective beliefs

β
A(H)
t are truncated by the differential projection facility displayed in more detail in Appendix

A.7.12

5.5 Testing for the Rationality of Price Expectations

We then want to explore whether the internal rationality approach is able to match the

AH premium data quantitatively well. Before jumping to the quantitative performance, we

should make sure that the postulated belief system is compatible with the actual data. In

this section, we use a set of testable restrictions deducted from the agents’beliefs system

developed by Adam, Marcet and Nicolini (2016) to test the belief system against the actual

data.13 Denote xt = (et, Dt/Dt−1, Ct/Ct−1), where et ≡ ∆( Ct
Ct−1

)−γ Pt
Pt−1

, with ∆ representing

the first difference operator. These restrictions are listed as follows:

Restriction 1: E(xt−iet) = 0 for all i > 2,

12The bounding beliefs are widely used in the learning literature and could be avoided by generating
endogenous stock price booms and busts as described in Adam, Marcet and Beutel (2017), but it come along
with the huge computational cost.
13Klaus, Marcet, and Nicolini (2016) show that the postulated belief system is consistent with the model

implied simulated data.
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Test Statistics A (H) 5% Critical Value
Restriction 1 using Dt

Dt−i−1
2.81 (0.76) 9.48

Restriction 1 using Ct
Ct−i−1

4.02 (4.77) 9.48

Restriction 1 using ∆( Ct−i
Ct−i−1

)−γ Pt−i
Pt−i−1

2.13 (2.55) 9.48
Restriction 2 0.04 (0.15) 5.99
Restriction 3 -3.55 (-3.60) 1.64
Restriction 4 0.002 (0.001) 3.84

Table 2: Testing Subjective Beliefs against Actual Data

Restriction 2: E(( Dt
Dt−1

+ Dt−1
Dt−2

, Ct
Ct−1

+ Ct−1
Ct−2

)et) = 0,

Restriction 3: b
′
DC

∑
DC bDC + E(etet−1) < 0,

Restriction 4: E(et) = 0,

where
∑

DC ≡ var( Dt
Dt−1

, Ct
Ct−1

) and bDC ≡
∑−1

DC E(( Dt
Dt−1

, Ct
Ct−1

)
′
et).

These four restrictions are necessary and suffi cient conditions for the agents’beliefs to

be compatible with {xt} in terms of second-order moments.14 Under standard assumptions,

any process satisfying these testable restrictions can - in terms of its autocovariance function

- be generated by the postulated system of beliefs in the equation (10). The set of derived

restrictions thus fully characterizes the second-moment implications of the belief system.

Table 3 reports the statistics testing Restrictions 1-4 with the actual data.

The 5% critical values of the test statistics are reported in the last column of Table 3.

For restriction 1, we compute the risk-adjusted consumption growth value for the data with

γ = 5. The table shows that the test statistics in all cases are below their critical values and

often by a wide margin. It then follows that agents can find the observed financial data to

be compatible with their belief system. If they did a test against their belief system, they

would not reject it. Given the behavior of the actual data, the belief system is one that

agents could have reasonably held.

14Adam, Marcet and Nicolini (2016) prove the conditions are necessary and suffi cient.
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5.6 Quantitative Performance

This section presents the simulation outcomes for the parsimonious learning model. The

model is calibrated at a weekly frequency. We first assign a value to the coeffi cient of relative

risk-aversion, namely γ at 5, then calibrate the mean and standard deviation of the dividend

growth a, σ∆D/D, the standard deviation of the consumption growth σ∆C/C , and the correla-

tion between consumption growth and dividend growth ρc,d using the data on the Shanghai

stock market and on Chinese consumption per capita. We also calibrate δ to match the 4%

annual interest rate. Meanwhile, we use the method of simulated moments to estimate αA

and αH , matching the mean, standard deviation, and persistence of the AH premium. Table

3 contains the parameter values for the model. The estimation results show that αA > αH ,

which implies agents perceive a larger signal-noise ratio for A-share σξ,A
σε,A

>
σξ,H
σε,H

representing

a perceived market difference. Intuitively, if agents believe that the ratio of standard de-

viations of the persistent component shock to the transitory component shock is relatively

larger for A-share prices than H-share prices, agents will tend to update their beliefs faster

for A-share prices. This is because only the persistent component provides useful information

for forecasting and the transitory components are pure noises. The realized dynamics of PA
t

and PH
t also support this inequality when we use the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)

method to estimate the related parameters given that data follows processes (10). Hence,

it is reasonable for agents to perceive σξ,A
σε,A

>
σξ,H
σε,H

. When agents have different learning

speeds for two shares, subjective price expectations βAt and β
H
t would be different as shown

in equation (11), leading to different PA
t and P

H
t according to pricing equations (9).

We run a Monte-Carlo simulation of the learning model for 10, 000 samples, with each

sample having 100 periods to match the sample period of about 2 years. Table 4 contains the

simulation results. Column 2 shows the moments from the AH premium data while Column

3 reports the 95% interval of the model’s simulated moments. We find that the mean and

standard deviation of the data are located within the interval, although the model generates
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Parameters Value
γ 5
σ∆D/D 0.0204
σ∆C/C 0.0025
a 1.0014
ρc,d -0.03
δ 0.999
1/αA 0.0030
1/αH 0.0015

Table 3: Parameters Values for Learning Model

a slightly more persistent AH premium than the data.15

Figure 4 depicts one simulation of the A-share price PA
t and H-share price PH

t , while

Figure 5 shows the corresponding simulated AH premium. We set the initial conditions

βA1 = βH1 and βA2 slightly larger than βH2 , which is consistent with data observations. A

higher learning speed αA for A-share prices leads to PA
t fluctuating more relative to PH

t ,

despite that two price dynamics retaining the similar shape as shown in Figure 4, similar

to the realized prices in Figure 2. When comparing Figure 5 with Figure 1, the model’s

one simulated AH premium index display the shape similar to the data, in that it starts

at around 100, then persistently increases to about 150, while finally decreasing to about

120 after 2 years. This shows that the learning model is significantly better at generating a

data-like AH premium when compared to the present-value models in Section 3 and 4. The

different learning speeds αA and αH for the two markets caused by the perceived market

difference characterized by σξ,A
σε,A

>
σξ,H
σε,H

is the key in producing price differences. If there

was not any perceived market difference16, there would be no price difference in connected

markets.

In line with the observed AH premium index, our quantitative results confirm the key

role of subjective price expectations in equity pricing. We have focused on price differences

15This could be addressed by adding for instance i.i.d preference shocks.
16Another market difference could be that there are some rational bubbles existing in the A-share market,

not in the H-share market. In Appendix A.6 we also show whether rational bubbles can generate suffi cient
price differences.
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Moments Data Model (95% interval)

E(
PAt
PHt
∗ 100) 130.71 [97.23 135.58]

σ(
PAt
PHt
∗ 100) 8.97 [2.99 22.60]

ρ(
PAt
PHt
∗ 100) 0.83 [0.89 0.99]

Table 4: Model Simulated Moments
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Figure 4: Simulated Stock Prices for A-Share and H-Share

in connected markets because of the natural experiment it provides. Appendix A.5 presents

an extended internal rationality learning model which can explain the AH premium both in

the segmentation and in the connection contexts, from 2006 to 2016.

6. The Convergence-Trading Strategy

In this section, we investigate the implication for convergence traders in the internal

rationality learning model. A typical convergence trading strategy is to bet that the price dif-

ferences between two assets with identical or similar fundamentals will narrow in the future.

The convergence traders would hold long positions in an asset they consider undervalued and

short positions in the other asset they consider overvalued. A famous example is the hedge

fund Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM) expecting the convergence of bond yields in

emerging market countries and the US (Edwards, 1999) bought bonds from emerging mar-
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Figure 5: Simulated AH Premium Index

kets and short-sold US government bonds in 1997. At the same time, LTCM also bet that

share prices of dual-listed company Royal Dutch Shell back then would converge because

of the same fundamental value. However, the spread of bond yields and price differences of

stocks widened unexpectedly, which made LTCM incur a large loss on this strategy and led

to the near-collapse of LTCM. In the case of AH premium, the Chinese finance newspaper

reported in June 2015 that many convergence traders participating in the AH-share market

by short selling A-shares and long buying H-shares encountered a great loss in the end.17

Xiong (2001) studies the convergence-trading strategy in a model with three types of

traders: noise traders, convergence traders, and long-term traders. He finds that convergence

traders reduce asset price volatility in general, while they amplify an original shock by liqui-

dating their positions when the unfavorable shock causes them to suffer substantial capital

losses. This paper investigates the probability distribution of profits from the convergence-

trading strategy adopted by the convergence traders with zero measure, who take the stock

prices set by learning agents as given.

The convergence traders expecting the AH premium to narrow in the future will short

sell 1 unit of the A-share stock and use the income from this sale to buy H-share stock.

17See the news in Chinese in the link: http://finance.jrj.com.cn/2015/06/11082819343903.shtml
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To implement short selling in the Chinese stock market, convergence traders should have

approximately 50% of the short selling value in their accounts as a security deposit according

to regulations. The guarantee ratio grt is defined as

grt ≡
0.5 ∗ PA

100 + PH
t ∗

PA100
PH100

PA
t

where PH
t ∗

PA100
PH100

is the market value of H-shares bought through unloading 1 unit of an

A-share. If the guarantee ratio is below 130% (i.e. grt < 130%), convergence traders will

experience a margin call, which could force them to liquidate part of their position at a

highly unfavorable moment, and thus either suffer a loss. Liquidation happens because

when prices persistently diverge, convergence traders who do the arbitrage would probably

not have enough capital to increase their margin because of the withdraw of the funding due

to the bad performance (Shleifer and Vishny 1997). The maximum duration of short selling

in China is 1 year according to the regulation.

We consider a case where the convergence traders observing the price differences of 2

years after the initiation of the connect program takes the convergence-trading strategy. We

run a Monte-Carlo simulation for the learning model of 10,000 paths, with each path starting

from the 100th period to the 152nd period. Here the 100th period corresponds to about 2

years since November 2014 and the 152nd period to 1 year after the strategy is adopted.

The probability of grt < 130% can be as high as 16.7%. We also calculate the distribution of

holding-period profits mt ≡ PH
t ∗PA

100/P
H
100−PA

t for t = 113, 126, 139 and 152, corresponding

to 3 months, 6 months, 9 months, and 1 year as is in Table 5. Though the mean of mt is

positive, it is much smaller than the standard deviation. Figure 6 plots the distribution

of profit after 1 year, the fat-tail of which implies a high probability of great loss. As is

in De Jong, Rosenthal and Van Dijk (2009), the uncertainty faced by convergence traders

arises from the absence of an identifiable date at which dual-listed stock prices will converge.

Therefore, it is not surprising that convergence traders have a high probability of suffering
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mt Mean Std Pr(mt < 0)
3m 0.817 10.657 0.384
6m 0.662 17.345 0.365
9m 0.713 23.231 0.338
1y 0.887 26.659 0.323

Table 5: The Statistics of Profits from Convergence Trading Strategy
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Figure 6: The Distribution of Profits by Implementing Convergence Trading Stragtegy (1
year)

loss.

7. Conclusion

This paper uses the AH premium in connected markets, the price differences of a large

number of dual-listed stocks, as a natural experiment to test and differentiate different as-

set pricing modeling approaches. We have shown that present-value asset pricing models,

where agents know the price mapping, regardless of the heterogeneities across agents or of

possible financial market frictions, fail to pass the test and cannot generate an AH premium

that fits the data well. We then show that an internal rationality learning model, in which

agents do not know the price mapping and present-value formulas do not hold, is able to
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explain the price differences of dual-listed companies. In this situation, agents would have

their own subjective beliefs about future capital gains in the two markets, and they would

optimally update these beliefs. The different subjective expectations caused by the perceived

market differences allow the learning model to successfully generate data-like price differ-

ences. Hence, the internal rationality learning approach offers a framework to rationalize

price differences, and subjective stock price expectations are crucial for stock prices. Finally,

we showed that convergence traders taking a short position in A-share and a long position

H-share would be very likely to suffer a great loss.

Since short selling is costly in stock markets, especially in mainland China, there is a

relatively small proportion of investors involved in this type of trading. As pointed out by

Shleifer and Vishny (1997), when only specialized arbitrageurs accounting for a small fraction

of investors implement the performance-based arbitrage, such arbitrage will not be effective in

bringing stock prices to their fundamental values. However, as the classical literature shows

(e.g. Fama 1965, Sharpe 1964), if the number of tiny risk-neutral arbitrageurs is large, their

collective actions should force stock prices to converge to their fundamental values. While

we assume a zero measure of convergence traders as a shortcut in Section 6, it would be

interesting to analyze the theoretical case in which both internal rational learning agents

and a positive measure of speculators with rational price expectations trade in the markets.

Gromb and Vayanos (2010) survey the limits of arbitrage and show that short-selling costs,

leverage constraints and constraints on equity capital are the impediments to arbitrage. It

also appears of interest to study the implications of lowering limits of arbitrage in such an

environment. We recommend them for future research.
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Appendix

A.1 Algorithms and Simulations for State-Contingent Bond Posi-

tions

A.1.1 Rational Expectation

Step 1: DrawN series of T periods each of dividends {{Dn,t}Tt=0}Nn=1 using a i.i.d random

number generator. Guess a value for λ representing constant marginal rate of substitution

in the complete market and simulate for consumption {{C1,n
t , C2,n

t }Tt=0}Nn=1 using commodity

goods market-clearing condition given initial bond holding B−1. Solve for λ by iteration

using the intertemporal life time budget constraint for type 1 agent as follows:

1

N

N∑
n=1

T∑
t=0

δ1,tu
′(C1

t )

u′(C1
0)

(C1
t+j −D1

t+j) = B1
−1

Step 2: Draw one series of TL periods of dividends using a i.i.d random number gen-

erator. Find the corresponding consumption {C1
t , C

2
t }TLt=0 by the market-clearing condition
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given the solution for λ. Find the present value of primary deficit denoted by Dd1
t ≡∑∞

j=0 δ
1,j u

′
(C1t+1)

u′ (C1t )
(C1

t+j−D1
t+j) for agent 1, which can be solved backwards assumingDd

1
TL

= 0.

Step 3 : We solve for state-contingent-bond positions for agent 1 {B1
t−1(D)}TLt=0 by using

the equation:

B1
t−1(Dj) = E(Ddt|Dt = Dj)

where bond holding are just function of state D. In practice we can average over time to

obtain the bond positions:

B1
t−1(Dj) =

1

T

T∑
t=1

Dd1
t Ij(Dt)

where Ij(Dt) is the indicator function taking value of 1 if Dj happens in period t i.e. Dt = Dj

for j ∈ {h, l}. This could also be regarded as running a regression of Dd on indicator

functions as follows:

Dd1
t = αh0Ih(Dt) + αl0Il(Dt).

Type 2 Agents’bond positions are just the opposite of type 1 agents’.

For illustration, we perform an exercise in which both agents have CRRA utility with

the same discount factor while type 1 agents are more risk-averse than type 2 agents.18

The full insurance is obtained by type 1 agents buying low state-contingent bonds and

selling high state-contingent bonds, while type 2 agents are doing the opposite. Intuitively

type 1 agents want a smooth consumption more than type 2 agents because type 1 agents

are more risk-averse. We confirm this by calculating the quantity of state-contingent bond

holdings, and find that type 1 agents’consumption is relatively smoother across states than

type 2 agents’. These observations are shown in Table 6.

18With state-contingent bonds, shareholdings of A-shares and H-shares are indeterminate because the
shares are considered as ’redundant’assets. Therefore, we can keep agents’shareholdings of the two assets
fixed over time.
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C(Dh) C(Dl) B(Dh) B(Dl)
Type 1 Agents 0.8736 0.5514 -0.0036 0.0988
Type 2 Agents 1.1264 0.4486 0.0036 -0.0988

Table 6: Consumption and State-Contingent-Bond Holdings in Two States

A.1.2 Diverse Belief

In this case, every step is the same as in the rational expectation case except that the

marginal rate of substitution λ is not constant any more because of the diverse beliefs. The

time-varying marginal rate of substitution {λt} follows:

λt = αt−1(Dt)λt−1

where αt−1(Dt) = prob2(Dt)
prob1(Dt)

. Therefore, the state-contingent-bond positions are not only the

function of D but also a function of λt−1 as follows:

B1
t−1(Dj) = E(Ddt|Dt = Dj, λt−1)

Run a regression of Dd on both D and λt−1 leads to a simulation of state-contingent-bond

positions for agent 1, which can be expressed as:

Dd1
t = (αh0 + αh1λt−1)Ih(Dt) + (αl0 + αl1λt−1)Il(Dt)

As is well known, the regression can be run separately for both high and low dividends.

We use our computational method to simulate the model with diverse beliefs. As is

shown in section 3.1.2, type 1 agents are more accurate with respect to the distance from true

probability, hence they accumulate assets and consume more while type 2 agents accumulate

debt and consume less. In the long run, type 1 agents consume the total dividends while

type 2 agents get nothing. This is consistent with Bloom and Easly (2006). We find that

it is the relative correctness of the perceived beliefs that drives this bond-trading pattern
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Figure 7: Agents’State-Contingent-Bond Positions

rather than their degree of optimism. The transition path for the state-contingent-bonds

holdings is shown in Figure 7. However, even if the two agents have diverse beliefs about

the economic fundamentals, the price difference would be 0.

A.2 Agree to Disagree

Here we provide the proof that in the complete market environment we can use either

agent’s SDF to price asset even though they have diverse beliefs related to fundamentals.

P
1,A(H)
t = E1

t [
∞∑
j=1

(δ1)j
j∏

k=1

u1
c(C

1
t+k)

u1
c(C

1
t+k−1)

Dt+j]

= E1
t [

∞∑
j=1

(δ1)j
j∏

k=1

u2
c(C

2
t+k)

u2
c(C

2
t+k−1)

At+jDt+j]

=

∞∑
j=1

[v(δ2)j
j∏

k=1

u2
c(C

2
t+k)

u2
c(C

2
t+k−1)

Dh + (1− v)(δ2)j
j∏

k=1

u2
c(C

2
t+k)

u2
c(C

2
t+k−1)

Dl]

= E2
t [

∞∑
j=1

(δ2)j
j∏

k=1

u2
c(C

2
t+k)

u2
c(C

2
t+k−1)

Dt+j]

= P
2,A(H)
t
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A.3 An Assumption for Learning

According to the arguments described by Adam, Marcet and Nicolini (2016), without

strict rational expectations we may obtain EP [Ci
t+1] 6= EPt [Ct+1], even if Ci

t+1 = Ct+1 holds

ex-post in the equilibrium. We can make similar approximations, as follows:

EPt [(
Ci
t+1

Ci
t

)−γ(PA
t+1 +Dt+1)] ' EPt [(

Ct+1

Ct
)−γ(PA

t+1 +Dt+1)] (12)

EPt [(
Ci
t+1

Ci
t

)−γ(PH
t+1 +Dt+1)] ' EPt [(

Ct+1

Ct
)−γ(PH

t+1 +Dt+1)] (13)

The following assumption provides the suffi cient conditions for this to be the case:

Assumption We assume that Yt is suffi ciently large and that EPt P
A(H)
t+1 /Dt < M for

some M <∞ so that, given finite asset bounds S and S, the approximations (12) and (13)

hold with suffi cient accuracy.

Adam, Marcet and Nicolini (2016) show how this assumption plays the role in details.

A.4 Cross-Learning Scheme

Instead of modeling agents’belief system of A-share and H-share prices independent of

each other as equation (10), it is also natural to model it as the cross-learning scheme since

agents probably think that two shares with the same fundamentals should be correlated.

The belief system is expressed as follows:

( Ct
Ct−1

)−γ
PAt
PAt−1

( Ct
Ct−1

)−γ
PHt
PHt−1

 =

bAt
bHt

+

εAt
εHt


bAt
bHt

 =

bAt−1

bHt−1

+

ξAt
ξHt
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Moments Data Model (95% interval)

E(
PAt
PHt
∗ 100) 130.71 [96.12 136.40]

σ(
PAt
PHt
∗ 100) 8.97 [3.46 25.27]

ρ(
PAt
PHt
∗ 100) 0.83 [0.90 0.99]

corr(PA
t , P

H
t ) 0.91 [0.66 0.99]

Table 7: Model Simulated Moments

(εAt ε
H
t )′ ∼ N(0, R) and (ξAt , ξ

H
t )′ ∼ N(0, Q), where R andQ could be non-diagonal variance-

covariance matrices. The independent belief system is a special case of the above setting

in which R and Q are diagonal matrices. Define X and K by X(X + R)−1X = Q and

K = X(X +R)−1. X satisfies the Ricatti equation in the steady state and K is the Kalman

gain vector. Agents optimally update their beliefs according to:

βAt
βHt

 =

βAt
βHt

+

αA αC

αC αH


(Ct−1

Ct−2
)−γ

PAt−1
PAt−2
− βAt−1

(Ct−1
Ct−2

)−γ
PHt−1
PHt−2
− βHt−1



Quantitatively, we estimate the parameters [αA αH αC ] to match the mean, standard

deviation, persistence of AH premium and the correlation of A-share price and H-share price

in the whole sample. The estimated parameters are αA = 0.0032, αH = 0.0015, αC = 0.0001.

The Monte-Carlo simulation results are in the Table 7.

A.5 A Learning Model Covering Segmentation and Connection Episodes

Figure 8 shows the historical changes of AH premium from 2006 to 2016. We see that

the high AH premium is not only the phenomena during the connection period, but also

in the whole sample. In this section, we show that a modified internal rationality learning

model can also produce the AH premium in the whole sample, even though the focus of our

paper is the price differences in connected markets.

We extend the benchmark learning model to cover both segmentation and connection
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Figure 8: The Historical Changes in AH Premium from 2006 to 2016

periods. The dividend and consumption growth still follow the same processes as in Section

5. We only present how this case differs from the case in the main text.

The maximization problem for type 1 agents representing mainland citizens in this case

is

Max{C1t ,SA,1t ,SH,1t } E
P1
0

∞∑
t=0

δt
(C1

t )1−γ

1− γ

s.t.C1
t + PA

t S
A,1
t = (PA

t +Dt)S
A,1
t−1 + Yt if t ≤ N (14)

C1
t + PA

t S
A,1
t + PH

t S
H,1
t = (PA

t +Dt)S
A,1
t−1 + (PH

t +Dt)S
H,1
t−1 + Yt if t ≥ N

0 ≤ SA,1t & 0 ≤ SH,1t

For each period, first-order conditions for type 1 agent become:

C1
t : (C1

t )−γ − λ1
t1(t ≤ N)− η1

t1(t > N) = 0

SA,1t : −λ1
t1(t ≤ N)PA

t − η1
t1(t > N)PA

t

+EP
1

t [λ1
t+11(t ≤ N)(PA

t+1 +Dt+1) + η1
t+11(t > N)(PA

t+1 +Dt+1)] ≤ 0
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SH,1t : −η1
t1(t > N)PH

t + EP
1

t [η1
t+11(t > N)(PH

t+1 +Dt+1)] ≤ 0

where λ1
t and η

1
t are Lagrangian multipliers for the above budget constraints, 1(·) is the

indicator function. The Euler equations in this case are:

(C1
t )−γPA

t = δEP
1

t ((C1
t+1)−γ(PA

t+1 +Dt+1)) with equality if SA,1t > 0

(C1
t )−γPH

t = δEP
1

t ((C1
t+1)−γ(PH

t+1 +Dt+1)) with equality if SH,1t > 0 and t > N

Similarly, the maximization problem for type 2 agents representing Hong Kong citizens and

foreigners is:

max EP
2

0

∞∑
t=0

δt
(C2

t )1−γ

1− γ

s.t.C2
t + PH

t S
A,2
t = (PH

t +Dt)S
H,2
t−1 + Yt if t ≤ N (15)

C2
t + PA

t S
A,2
t + PH

t S
H,2
t = (PA

t +Dt)S
A,2
t−1 + (PH

t +Dt)S
H,2
t−1 + Yt if t ≥ N

For each period, first-order conditions for agent 2 are:

C2
t : (C2

t )−γ − λ2
t1(t ≤ N)− η2

t1(t > N) = 0

SH,2t : −λ2
t1(t ≤ N)PH

t − η2
t1(t > N)PH

t

+EP
2

t [λ2
t+11(t ≤ N)(PH

t+1 +Dt+1) + η2
t+11(t > N)(PH

t+1 +Dt+1)] ≤ 0

SA,1t : −η2
t1(t > N)PA

t + EP
2

t [η2
t+11(t > N)(PA

t+1 +Dt+1)] ≤ 0

And the Euler equations are:
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Moments Data Model (95% interval)

E(
PAt
PHt
∗ 100) 118.13 [97.44 121.48]

σ(
PAt
PHt
∗ 100) 21.79 [5.77 25.88]

ρ(
PAt
PHt
∗ 100) 0.97 [0.97 0.99]

Table 8: Model Simulated Moments

(C2
t )−γPA

t = δEP
2

t ((C2
t+1)−γ(PA

t+1 +Dt+1)) with equality if SA,2t > 0 and t > N

(C2
t )−γPH

t = δEP
2

t ((C2
t+1)−γ(PH

t+1 +Dt+1)) with equality if SH,2t > 0

The pricing equations according to Adam and Marcet (2011) are:

PA
t = {

δ(a)1−γρε
1−δβ1,At

Dt if t ≤ N

maxi∈1,2
δ(a)1−γρε
1−δβi,At

Dt if t > N

PH
t = {

δ(a)1−γρε
1−δβ2,Ht

Dt if t ≤ N

maxi∈1,2
δ(a)1−γρε
1−δβi,Ht

Dt if t > N

Finally, the quantitative results are shown in Table 8. The 95% interval of the model’s

simulated moments contain the moments of realized data. The internal rationality learning

mechanism can explain both segmentation and connection AH premium.

A.6 Rational Bubble

This section explores if the rational bubble story can fit the AH premium data using an

abstract model. Without loss of generalization, the price for H-share PH
t is assumed to have

fundamental value vt, which is the expected discounted value of the future dividends. The

price for A-share PA
t on the contrary contains a bubble term bt and is the sum of fundamental
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value vt and a rational bubble component bt. That is:

PH
t = vt

PA
t = vt + bt

Following the literature (Tirole, 1985), the process for bubble bt should satisfy a no-arbitrage

condition assuming constant interest rate r

bt−1 = Et−1[
1

1 + r
bt]

We can rewrite it as:

bt = (1 + r)bt−1 + εbt (16)

where εbt is the shock to the bubble component. The price ratio is given by:

PA
t

PH
t

=
vt + bt
vt

(17)

The fundamental value vt barely varies at weekly frequency, as can be seen from the equation

(6) and (7). Hence, the variation of PAt
PHt

should mainly come from bt. And according to

equation (16), bt can be backward iterated and expressed as:

bt = (1 + r)tb0 +

t∑
i=1

(1 + r)t−iεbi for t = 1 (18)

We calibrate r = 0.5% to match the Chinese real interest rate and b0 = 0.01v0 to match the

initial 1% AH premium. Given the low interest rate r and small initial value b0, it is possible,

as can be seen from equation (17) and (18), to generate data-like AH premium when some

certain history of bubble shocks {εbi}ti=1 happen. However, the results heavily rely on the

exogenous bubble shocks, it is a little bit arbitrary with a lack of rationale of shocks.
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A.7 Differentiable Projection Facility

The function ω for the differentiable projection facility is:

ω(β) =

 β if x ≤ βL

βL + β−βL
β+βU−2βL

(βU − βL) if βL < x ≤ βU


In our numerical exercise, we choose βU such that the implied price-dividend ratio never

exceeds UPD = 600 and set βL = δ−1 − 2(δ−1 − βU).

A.8 Data Sources

Our dataset for Chinese stock market prices, dividends, Hang Seng China AH premium

index, Hang Seng China A index and Hang Seng China H index are downloaded from the

Wind Financial Database (http://www.wind.com.cn). The daily price series has been trans-

formed into a weekly series by taking the index value of the last days of the corresponding

weeks. Our dataset for Chinese macro data, particularly consumption and CPI, is down-

loaded from the website for Chang et al. (2015). (http://www.tzha.net/code).
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